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: High-dimensional data takes place in many areas and common tasks which are engaged in processing non-linear Abstract

types of data. Frequently, real-world non-linear data contains a normal demonstration with a set of high-dimensional points. 

The non-linear data objects refers to the collection of non-linear attributes which are used for quantifying the result. The 

relationship of the non-linear variables has to be examined broadly to fetch the higher regression rate on the larger dataset. 

Clustering is an effective technique for analyzing the patterns of high dimensional non-linear data.  

 I. INTRODUCTION  

 Nowadays, it is a very demanding job to cluster the non-linear objects. The performance on huge 

amounts of high-dimensional data such as images, contents and gene expression outline are examined. Examining and 

controlling these types of high dimensional data is turned into an important problem. Explaining the patterns that are 

unseen in high-dimensional data requires a bigger challenge on clustering analysis. Non-linear data variables are 

shown in Figure 1.5 achieves approximation to identify rough estimation level on chosen variables. The difficulty in 

the high dimensional data clustering is essentially caused by the existence of miss clustering rate percentage (%). The 

attribute selection has been stressed on the larger non-linear data objects. 
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Fig 1.5 Non Linear Data Variables 
 

 Tao Jiang&Ah-Hwee Tan (2009) presented a Machine learning approach with the primary relation 

recognizes the image and textual attributes routinely. The attribute identification based on multilingual retrieval 

standard is not effective with the advanced clustering based similarity calculation for better performance result. 

Xiaowan Zhang&Bao-Gang Hu (2013) describes the Cost-Free Learning (CFL) with machine learning approach 

maximizes the normalized relational information of the target. Formally, this method is compared with the cost-

sensitive learning (CSL). The key dissimilarity between them is CFL approach which searches for optimal 

classification outcomes avoid the need of any cost information in the class imbalance issue.  

 Cost-Free Learning (CFL) is a type of learning that fails to need the cost terms joined with the 

misclassifications and neglects as inputs. The objective of this type of learning is to get finest classification results 

without using any cost information. Cost-Sensitive Learning (CSL) is a type of learning which accounts both 

misclassification costs and/or rejection costs. The objective of this type of learning is to reduce the total cost. The 

disadvantage of the CFL system is that the extra computational cost occurs while performing the process. 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig 1.6 Cost-Free Learning and Cost-Sensitive Learning 

 

 Matthias Weidlichet al (2014) presented an Optimizing Event Pattern Matching that offered a set of 

rewriting regression rules to compete with different patterns. But, the Event Pattern Matching failed to investigate 

different clustering processes by exploiting the cost dependencies with higher dimensional systems. Ning Zhonget al 

(2012) presented a Pattern discovery approach that designed a modern and effectual discovery with evolving cost 
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effective technique. The method of modernizing ambiguous patterns enhances the accuracy since the recently 

determined patterns are not rearranged for the larger set of datasets. Wangchao Leet al (2014) developed a Scalable 

and exact solution for keyword search on high dimensional data that handles realistic RDF datasets with millions of 

triples. However, RDF datasets failed to provide optimized generic result with efficient way of accessing the data. 

 Anand Kumaret al (2014) developed a Quad-tree based structure that performed the spatiotemporal 

characteristics of particles in each node of the tree. Quad tree decided the particles spatial distribution and their 

temporal non-linear locality but did not integrate the regression and clustering simulation work.  

 Cheng Zhouet al (2013) proposed a Mining Spatially Cohesive Item which sets in Protein Molecular 

Structures. Cohesive structural item set miner has amino acids which regularly connected with the spatial structure. 

The type of patterns was not correctly reflected with the amino acids to clearly classify the overall structure. Man 

Lung Yiuet al (2012) designed a novel approach called Outsourced Similarity Search on Metric Data Assets. 

Encrypted Index-based technique recognized the privacy level and reduced the round trip latency while performing 

data transmission. But, encrypted Index technique does not suit for clustering with insertion and deletion object points.  

 Ke Yiet al (2011) developed The World in a Nutshell: Concise Range Queries. With the many number of 

functions involved with the use of the spatial databases because of the advancement in the areas of mobile computing 

and embedded systems. The increase of the internet, the utilization of short range queries are presented with clustering. 

No constraint on the cluster size was introduced with effective results obtained in terms of I/O cost. But, designing 

effective query processing algorithms remained as an open issue.  

 Yun Yang&Ke Chen (2011) presented a framework consisting of temporal data with the help of 

weighted clustering group which included several partitions. Different level of partitions was structured because of the 

initial clustering analysis on several data representations of temporal form of data. A new weighted consensus function 

in addition to clustering validation criteria was provided for the purpose of candidate consensus partitions from several 

angles to final partition which provided a promising feature for real world applications. 

 Fuzzy unsupervised clustering method as established that incorporated a mechanism for data clustering 

based on segment result definition does not use Gaussian Mixture model for non-linear objects. However, the 

Gaussian Mixture model was not expanded to change the clustering process with larger datasets. Most of the search 

engines for commercial function returns the similar results for the same type of query, with lesser concern over the 

user‟s real interest.  

 Kenneth Wai-Ting Leung &Dik Lun Le (2010) introduces an agglomerative clustering algorithm to 

improve the precision and recall. The results obtained are also nearer to the optimal clustering using concept-based 

clustering. But, proper filters are not applied and remained as an open issue. Yang Muet al (2014) presented a Bipart 

method that provides a space to perform the energy expenditure estimation framework. Bipart find out block-level 
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information from both the training and test data sets and also merge the different form of a projection space which turn 

up into a block-level constraints. Bipart space mechanism is unable to cope with the nonlinear relationships. 

 Parisa Rashidiet al (2011) introduced a data mining method for recognizing the patterns engaged during 

an activity which also included a clustering process that finally clustered the discovered patterns into activity. The 

method employed the cluster centroids to form the patterns for attaining the discovered set of activities. But, 

automatically identifying the features based on the lifestyle of the resident remained as an open issue. With the recent 

advancement in techniques related to the location acquiring including global positioning systems (GPSs) and wireless 

sensor networks (WSNs), different novel applications ranging from successful tracking of object, regular monitoring 

of the environment have remained the focus of research.  

A.PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 While grouping the high dimensional objects, the accuracy and efficiency of traditional clustering 

algorithms are comparatively low, as data objects possibly exists in diverse clusters in various subspaces contains 

various mixtures of dimensions. To enhance the quality and to include machine learning tasks, hubness mechanism is 

employed. Hubness is a mechanism connected with vector-space data planned using propensity of certain data points 

also referred as the hubs with a miniature distance to many added data points in high dimensional spaces which is 

associated to the phenomenon of distance concentration.  

 The results of hubness on high dimensional data does not contain drawbacks on various machine learning 

tasks called classification, nearest neighbor, outlier detection and clustering. Hubness is an undiscovered problem of 

machine learning in high dimensional data spaces that does not perform mechanically through examining the number 

of clusters in the data. In subspace clustering, the clustering based hubness problem is not effectively examined.  

 Clustering high-dimensional statistical data stays as a demanding issue. The existing method offers a 

space to carry out the classification with multiple linear regression models however it fails to manage the non-linear 

regression models.It also contains few problems to control the non-linear relationship in high dimensional data 

variables. 

B.PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

 The objective of the proposed work is as follows: 

1.  To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithm when clustering on high 

dimensional data using Difference Subspace and Opportunistic Clustering (DSOC) model. 

2.  To estimate the clusters in high dimensional data applying opportunistic subspace and estimated 

clustering model. 
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3.  To present initialization process using difference subspace algorithm to find clusters that exist in 

multiple overlapping subspaces. 

4.  To define opportunistic subspace for identifying the possibility of each cluster center and then 

finally defines the centroid points. 

5.   To detect the attackers based on multiple locations and estimation points for obtaining the quality 

clustering results. 

6.  To overcome the clustering based hubness problem with sub spacing, high dimensionality of data 

employs the nearest neighbor machine learning methods. 

7.  To find the number of clusters points where the points within a cluster are more similar to each 

other than other points in a different cluster. 

8.  To identify the relationship between the variables using Least Square Non-linear Regression. 

9.  To measure the similarity and cluster the high dimensional variables in a relatively lesser amount 

of processing time using Bayesian clustering model by Bernoulli probability. 
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Fig. 1.7 Flow Process of Proposed method 
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III.CONCLUSION 

When clustering high dimensional data, the efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithm are poor. The proposed 

research improves the efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithm compared with the existing methods. To 

improve the efficiency, the hubness mechanism is used. Subspace clustering determines effective cluster validation. 

However, the issues of hubness are not examined efficiently. Clustering based hubness problem is also solved in this 

research. Finally, this research identifies the relationship between the non-linear data variables. And also measure the 

similarity and cluster the high dimensional variables in a relatively lesser amount of processing time. This chapter 

analyzes the problem area and existing methodsof clustering on high dimensional data and finally discusses the 

organization of the full research. 
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